With its world-class faculty, cutting-edge facilities, and talented students, Boston College engages in pioneering research on issues critical to your business.

Establishing a relationship with Boston College enables your company to align itself with one of the nation’s leading research universities, while investing strategically in scholarship, education, and service programs that help make our world a better place.

**STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES**

Boston College research centers and institutes make significant contributions in the areas of science and technology, retirement and aging, religion and society, business and ethics, as well as improved practice in education, philanthropy, and corporate conduct. Your company can gain access to valuable research, increase its visibility, and enhance its level of corporate social responsibility by establishing a relationship with one of Boston College’s many respected centers of excellence:

- **Center for Retirement Research**—promotes research on retirement issues and transmits new findings to a broad audience, trains new scholars, and expands access to valuable data resources that affect millions of Americans

- **Center for Corporate Citizenship**—a membership-based research organization that works with global corporations to help them define, plan, and operationalize their corporate citizenship initiatives

- **Center for Aging and Work/Workplace Flexibility**—works in partnership with company decision makers to design and implement strategies that will help American businesses prepare for the opportunities and challenges associated with an aging workforce

**STUDENT ACCESS**

Boston College students possess a strong academic base coupled with a solid ethical foundation. Their experience as undergraduates prepares them to be leaders in their professions and readies them to make profound contributions to their communities.

The University provides your company with opportunities to interact with our students through the following avenues:

- on-campus corporate information sessions
- an annual career fair and internship fair
- a recruiting program for full-time employees and interns, including a separate program for graduate management student recruiting
- a targeted recruiting program for AHANA (African-American, Hispanic, Asian, Native American) and international students
- employer-sponsored panels and events

**SPONSORED RESEARCH**

Boston College invites your company to partner with us to seek knowledge and to further critical research on topics that are relevant to your corporate objectives.

There are a variety of methods to engage the research power of BC:

- support a research project that is of interest to your company
- establish undergraduate or graduate research fellowships
- sponsor an academic program or event hosted by Boston College faculty, administrators, or students

**BC AT A GLANCE**

```
Undergraduate students    9,836
Graduate students         4,960
Alumni                   156,343
Full-time faculty        708
Centers and institutes   44
```

*Source: 2009–10 Boston College Fact Book*
CORPORATE PHILANTHROPY
There are several ways in which your company’s partnership can make a highly visible and permanent contribution that will have a meaningful and lasting impact on the future of Boston College:

» establish an endowed academic or athletic scholarship in your company’s name, which will benefit future generations of deserving students

» endow a chair or professorship in your company’s name

» name a research lab, academic center, or campus building

» encourage employees to take advantage of corporate matching gift programs

» donate in-kind gifts of equipment, supplies, or software

COMMITMENT TO THE COMMUNITY
Boston College supports many key community initiatives and volunteer programs that leave lasting positive effects on the city of Boston and beyond. Corporations can meet their community involvement objectives through the University’s outreach.

INVESTING IN EDUCATION
Historically, the Lynch School has been deeply integrated with the Boston Public Schools and Catholic urban elementary schools. Through such innovative programs as City Connects and the Urban Catholic Teaching Corps, the Lynch School creates systemic, positive change.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND LICENSING
Boston College’s Office for Technology Transfer and Licensing helps create productive relationships between Boston College and commercial partners. Corporate research programs can increase their R&D effectiveness by drawing upon University resources and partnering with Boston College researchers who are moving science and technology forward for the betterment of society. Boston College also provides state-of-the-art facilities for scientific research, including its nanofabrication laboratory or “clean room.”

ATHLETICS
Through advertising and sponsorship opportunities, your company can benefit from Boston College’s global brand reach, including:

» stadium and arena signage

» advertising on print materials and in event publications

» media and online features

» advertising and branding features on video boards

» corporate hospitality and pregame tailgate events

EXAMPLES OF ENDOWED FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

Financial Aid Fund $100,000

Named Endowed Scholarship $250,000

Named Cornerstone Scholarship $1 million

Named Endowed Professorships
  Assistant Professorship $1.5 million
  Professorship $3 million
  University Professorship $5 million